
Oral Communication Learning Community Meeting September 27, 2016 
  DRAFT ACTION ITEMS 

Building 35-319b 
9:10 am - 10:00 pm 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

CLA- Richard Besel, Bethany Conway, Cassandra Carlson; Programs & Planning- Mary Pedersen, Jack Phelan, Bruno Giberti; Kennedy Library -  Kaila 

Bussert; Student Affairs- Tim Archie, Trevor Forzetting.  

 

Agenda Item Action Items & Context Responsible Parties Due Date 

1. Data Collection and Scoring 
Strategies 

Jack Phelan requests the committee to look for instructors who will be 
willing to score and he will provide feedback on the budget for scorers. 
Richard Besel will start contacting potential lecturers. 

Jack Phelan and 
members from CLA 

October 25 

2.  Rubric Development 
 

Bethany Conway will share an electronic version of the Oral 
Communication rubric that is developed until this meeting. 

Bethany Conway October 25 

 

MEETING NOTES 

 

1. Review Meeting Notes May 25, 2016  
 

2. Updates & Announcements:  

 Program (Faculty) Participant Updates 
i. Richard B. talked with a few instructors. He wants to know what the budget might be and how much money we have for 

paying scorers.  

 Assessment Training Invitation 
i. (Richard B.) We will send an email to the instructors. 

 Summer Q+ Artifacts 
i. Q+ is run by four (4) teachers. Q+ provides a small number of artifacts to score.  

3. Rubric development 

 Richard. B and Bethany C. presents the rubric in its current form.   

 (Jack P.) As we started building and improving other assessment rubrics, we started to learn a lot. We spent a great deal of time 
with QR rubric. We dug deep to make it right. We went back and forth between a 3 and 4-point rubric.  

 (Bethany C.) 5 will be complex. 4 might be ideal.  
 (Jack P.) The QR rubric incorporates descriptors. e.g. 2 – Emerging Proficiency 3 – Proficient. 4 - Highly proficient.  

4. Data collection & scoring strategies (Qualtrics) 

 (Bethany C.) Should the scorer listen to the artifact once or until the listener is comfortable to score?  

http://content-calpoly-edu.s3.amazonaws.com/academicprograms/1/documents/OC_Meeting%20notes_05-25-16.pdf


 Jack P. discusses his experience with Qualtrix, working through the first page and at the bottom and ‘thank you’ button, it then 
locked him out.  

 (Bethany C.) The Qualtrix format can be modified according to the user and intent of use.   

 (Bethany C.) Do we need two (2) raters for all the artifacts? Yes. 
 (Cassandra C.) Full-time lecturers do not go back and listen to the artifacts.  

 (Richard B.) Training should not take a long time and elaborate arrangements for full-time faculty. Norming and training should 
be quick.  

 (Jack P.) Regarding the time it will take to evaluate a speech; every instructor has a different process of scoring. How many 
artifacts do we want to score? 200. 

 Bethany C., Richard B. and Cassandra C. estimate time to score each artifact. A reasonable estimate is 7-8 minutes/speech. 
(Richard B.) How fast can one score each artifact? A conservative guess will be five (5) artifacts per hour. If we score 200 
artifacts and spend 10 minutes per artifact, with two (2) scorer per artifact, the total time allocation will be 4000 minutes.  

 (Jack P.) In QR, the sample size was 60 for each assignment. Is sample size of 60 a reasonable number to score? 
 (Richard B.) Are we overshooting with 200?  

 (Bethany C.) Larger sample size provides a greater chance of distribution and randomizing has positive effects.  

 Richard B. provides information on number of students in each class. 

 (Jack P.) Are they all usable? Can we score all the artifacts collected in each class? 

 (Richard B.) We should score all of them.  

 (Jack P.) Sixty (60) is the number when artifacts are collected from larger classes. In our ECON class of 240 students we 
randomly selected 60 artifacts for valid/reliable sample. Is the GE 101 a large class? 

 (Richard B.) GE 101 consists of 50 classes of 24 students.  

  (Cassandra C.) Is it possible for some people to come and videotape for the instructor?  

 Bethany C. explains her experience with using students to video-tape themselves. Assign partner for each student, the partner 
can help record the speech with the student’s smart phone. And the students then use Poly Learn to submit the mp4 files.  

 Bethany C. warns that students must have room in the memory-card or I-Phone. Some of the Q+ speeches had to be tossed 
because of gaps due to space issues or battery issues. 

 (Jack P.) Students from marketing department can be utilized to video-tape. How long are the classes?  
 Jack P. plays an example from STATS to illustrate quality. 

 (Bethany C.) Smart phones are effective and higher quality videos take more time to upload.  

 (Cassandra C.) Both ideas of recording the speeches (external assistance / student recording themselves) have pros and cons. I 
would prefer if someone can come and record all the speeches.  

 (Richard B.) Not as concerned about the process of recording or how the artifacts are generated 

 (Cassandra C.) Using visual aids? This is up to the Instructors. I did not use any visual aid.  
 (Jack P.) How is visual aid being evaluated in current rubric? 

 (Cassandra C.) Over 80 percent of the classes are running team/group presentations.  

 (Richard B.) The evaluation/assessment of group/team presentation depends upon factors like relations within the team and 
individual group members and are different from assessing solo presentations. 

 Cassandra C. and Bethany C. are teaching COMS 322 and COMS 312 respectively.  



 (Richard B.) We need to go outside COMS in order to collect the artifacts.   

 (Jack P.) Do we need to do a scan the colleges to find suitable classes? We do have the willing participants from STATS, Physics 
and Engineering who responded to the campus-wide call for participants. 

 (Richard B.) Let’s start with twelve (12) instructors who have shown interest to provide their presentations.  
 (Jack P.) How important is group / modified / individual presentations in regards to our assessment?  

 (Richard B.) If we have individual presentations/speeches let’s get those first. This is what the classes are doing. Let’s see who is 
doing and what is being done. If they have fifty (50) ready artifacts from the last quarter let’s see those first.  

 An example is shown by Jack P. and discussion continues on the quality. Bethany C. affirms quality is good enough for the 
purpose.  

 (Richard B.) Rubric should be adaptable for different types of speeches. The artifacts need to be seen first, in order to develop 
the rubric further.  

 Jack P. plays a student presentation from a Physics class.  
 Bethany C. discusses the difference between personal / group / public speeches and how the current rubric captures different 

types of speeches. Richard talks about the need for flexibility and adaptability on the rubric to assess different types of speeches. 
Bethany believes the scorers need to understand the differences and Training can solve that.   

 Jack P. affirms that department of COMS could be the ultimate raters.  

 (Richard B.) In order to attain the timeline, we need to get the emails out and onto the faculty’s radars now. And we also need to 
know how much we can pay them. 

 (Jack P.) For inter-rater reliability, we’ll need to ensure there is a third set of eyes and that discrepancy evaluations are 
scheduled into the process. 

 (Richard B.) Then we need a cushion in the budget to incorporate a third reader/viewer/scorer.  
 Jack P. recollects that the budget formula can follow the QR scoring sessions as it was done well.  He also refers utilizing APP and 

Katie Tool’s knowledge in gathering course lists as a great resource. He affirms that COMS 312 and 322 can be potential classes 
for collecting artifacts.  

 (Bethany C.) When do you need reliability? Do we need third reader for each and every artifact?  No, only for discrepancy scores. 

 (Richard B.) What can we offer the lecturers or department who are willing to provide the artifacts?  

 (Cassandra C.)  The current rubric does not offer any particular dimension that can be used by the departments and hence 
should not be detailed because of the time constraints. We need to fill up the ground level.  

 (Richard B.) The number of artifacts is finalized to be 200.  
5. Tasks for next meeting – 10/25  

 Jack P. requests the committee to look for instructors who will be willing to score and he will provide feedback on the budget for 
scorers.  . Richard B. reminds, that in the past, departmental involvement was not well-paid. And the instructors do remember 
that.  

 Richard B. will start contacting potential lecturers. 

 Bethany will share an electronic version of the OC rubric 
 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
 



Fall 2016 Schedule  

 
Tuesday 09/27 9:10 to 10:00am 35-319b  

Tuesday 10/25 9:10 to 10:00am 35-319b  

Tuesday 11/29 9:10 to 10:00am 35-319b  

 

 

 

  


